Platform Overview
Rapidly build cloud apps with a low-code
process automation platform

It’s Time for Modern Apps
Organizations everywhere are held back by legacy applications that don’t meet
today’s business needs. They’re disconnected, difficult to use, and even harder
to change. What’s the result? Employees waste time, information is stuck in silos,
customers are disappointed, and revenue is lost to more agile competitors. In
contrast, modern apps are:

Cloud Native

Highly Secure

Always Available

Easy to Build

Instantly Mobile

Fast to Deploy

Simple to Change

Intuitive to Use

Personalized

The best way for organizations to create modern apps is with a low-code
platform like Bizagi. Why? Because the platform enables business users and
IT to quickly create enterprise apps based on the process, data, integrations,
business rules and stakeholders. With this, you can provide the personalized
experiences that different types of users need, while boosting the efficiency of
your operations.
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Why Choose Bizagi?
Powerful
Our powerful cloud-native PaaS provides global access,
built-in reliability and availability, and a highly secure
environment to meet compliance requirements in your
organization. Use the powerful integration capabilities to
include information from other systems with ready-to-use
connectors.
Intuitive
Bizagi offers an easy-to-use interface personalized for
groups with different needs, problems, and access. We
support every part of your business, from the tactical
no-code apps built quickly by Citizen Developers to the
low-code apps created by Power Users and the most
sophisticated and mission-critical applications built by
Developers.
Unifying
Accelerate app creation in your organization by bringing
together business and IT in fusion teams. Let Citizen
Developers, Power Users, and Developers work together
to deliver more apps in less time. We make collaborative
work easier by providing the right tools for each user’s
skill level. Bizagi enables you to orchestrate systems,
robots, people, and data to improve both employee and
customer experiences.
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The Bizagi Platform
Bizagi is focused on enabling companies to achieve ‘Rapid Value Delivery’.
Our platform supporting this approach is made up of three parts, Modeler,
Studio and Automation. Together, these products provide the functionality you
need to follow the four steps of rapid value delivery shown below.
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Why Rapid Value Delivery?
This approach creates a structure for delivering results fast, while making the
right decisions along the way to deliver maximum value. The Discovery phase
creates space for a proper evaluation of existing data and opportunities for
optimization. The Define, Develop and Deliver steps guide you through the best
path to rapid transformation.
This framework helps you to identify which workflows carry the most potential
for improvement through automation, then deliver the best results from your
automation projects, while laying the groundwork for further optimization in
the future.
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Four Steps to Rapid Value Delivery
1.Discover
Use Bizagi’s Process Mining feature to discover how your
processes are executed. Upload event logs, generate BPMN
diagrams, and define the level of detail displayed according to
your business requirements.

Simulation Example

Run Simulations on your As-Is process to identify process improvement
opportunities and how to increase organizational efficiency by eliminating
unforeseen bottlenecks. Run multiple “what-if” scenarios to test different
solutions and select the path to follow using arguments such as cost, time,
resource utilization, and ROI for each scenario.
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2. Define
Start your app creation journey by defining your optimized To-Be
process models with Bizagi Modeler. Drag and drop the shapes to
map each step in your process and include the information required
for automation.
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Store your processes in a central Process Library to quickly demonstrate
how each role and activity in your organization contributes value. Enable
collaboration within your company in a cloud environment and keep track of
recent changes, new models, comments, versions, or the latest process that
requires employee acknowledgment.

Process Library

Agility Corp Process Documentation

Agility Corp Process
Documentation
Customer Service
Marketing

Process Library

HR

Marketing

Customer Service
Claims and complains
management documentation

Campain management
documentation

Register a new
suggestion documentation

Sales opportunity management
documentation

HR
Travel Request documentation
Recrutmenet and selection
documentation
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3. Develop
Intuitive for Everyone
When it comes to developing apps, there are a few ways Bizagi
enables you to do that. The first is called ‘Live Processes’ – our nocode app builder. This enables Citizen Developers to create simple
workflow apps in a fully web-based environment. It’s perfect for
processes that business teams can own and run without IT-support.

App Dashboard

Create Live Process

Case Study

Bancolombia automated over 1,700 simple processes,
transforming operations in many areas of the bank.
Bancolombia also used Bizagi’s standard processes for 24 more
complex areas.
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Bizagi Studio: Wizard View
Where Processes Become Low-Code Apps
Bizagi apps are designed in Bizagi Studio. The Wizard View for Power Users
provides seven simple steps to create an app and automate your process.
Each step offers simple menus to reduce the need for coding. This can be used
to create advanced processes whilst still reducing the amount of time required
from the IT department. The wizard view becomes the common space for
collaboration between non-technical and technical users. This is a key step in
successfully enabling fusion teams. A fusion team is a multi-disciplinary group
combining technology and business domain expertise to achieve a common
transformation goal.

Wizard-Driven

7 steps to
create an app
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Bizagi Studio: Expert and
Experience Views
Bizagi Studio also offers Developers an Expert View and an Experience View.
The Expert View provides even more options and flexibility for advanced users.
From there you can have a general view of your project in terms of processes
developed, integrations added and security configurations among others. From
the Experience View Developers can customize the end user’s experience within
the app.
Importantly, advanced users can switch seamlessly between all views – a helpful
feature when staff with different levels of technical skills collaborate on a project
as part of a fusion team.

Expert View
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Enabling Integration and Orchestration
The Bizagi platform enables you to create modern apps that
orchestrate complex operations by connecting teams and
integrating systems. This is a crucial part of delivering the
business agility that brings real transformation.
Use ready-to-use connectors or widgets to customize and
connect your Bizagi app with multiple external systems,
and when required, build your own with our assistants. This
approach enables you to include RPA bots, OCR, or even SAP
systems independently of their versions or vendors.

130+ Prebuilt Connectors
and Widgets

Native Connectors

Build Your Own

REST API
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4. Deliver
Run Your Organization on Modern Apps
Deploy your process apps in our cloud-native environment where
they can be accessed from any device, anywhere, giving users a
seamless experience.
Once you’re up and running, you’ll be able to obtain real-time and
historical information from your app’s performance through outof-the-box reports. This gives you the insight you need to identify
opportunities to optimize operations, workforce efficiency and the
customer journey. Bizagi also enables you to integrate third-party
reporting tools such as Tableau and Power BI.
Personalize the Experience
Customize the end-user experience using interfaces that adapt
according to the user. Use our drag and drop App Designer to
create beautiful modern apps, then use our App Launcher to give
users a personalized view with access to the apps that are relevant
to them.
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Make Modern Apps Your
Mission
By following the journey of Rapid Value Delivery with Bizagi, you
can build a capability in your organization to create modern apps
powered by process. These apps will enable you to:
Increase efficiency and reduce costs
Improve customer experiences and boost revenue
Ensure compliance and mitigate risk
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Get in touch to
request a demo

Read a success story

bizagi.com/contact

bizagi.com/customers
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